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In Memoriam: 
Stef Postma 

South Africa has lost one of her most colourful and eminent computer scientists. Professor Ste/ Postma passed 
away peacefully in his sleep on May 5, !WOO after a short illness. He will be remembered for his forthright views 
and total integrity. Never a man to shy from controversy, he always debated his position with vigour, displaying 
his extensive vocabulary at every opportunity. 

Those who knew him mourn the loss of a very good friend. 

Ste/ was born on August 10, 1998 in GraajJ-Reinet and matriculated from Hoerskool Linden in Johannesburg. 
He majored in geology and mathematics at the University of the Witwatersrand and graduated with honours in 
mathematics from tha_t university. Ste/ devoted much of his life to promoting computer science as a science and to 
this end spent a lot of energy and time defining syllabi for undergraduate and honours courses at our universities. 
He was the prime mover in creating the South African Institute of Computer Scientists and Information Tech
nologists (SAICSIT) in 1982, providing a professional body to represent the interests of local computer scientists. 
He was also instrumental in establishing Quaestiones Informaticae (now the South African Computer Journal} 
which afforded South African computer scientists the opportunity to publish papers locally in a refereed journal. 

-Doug Laing 
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Editorial Page 

Links2Go "Computer Science Journals" Award 

The SACJ production editing team received the following unsolicited e-mail: 

The page at <http://www.cs.up.ac.za/sacj/>, was selected as a Links2Go "Key Resource" in the Computer 
Science Journals topic, at <http://www.links2go.com/topic/Computer..ScienceJournals>. 

How your page was selected: 
Each quarter, Links2Go samples millions of web pages to determine which pages are most heavily cited by 

web pages authors, such as yourself. The most popular pages are downloaded and automatically categorized by 
topic. At most 50 of the pages related to a topic are selected as "Key Resources." Out of 50 pages selected as Key 
Resources for the Computer Science Journals topic, your page ranked 19th. For topics like Music, where there 
are a large number of interested authors and related pages, it is harder to achieve selection as a Key Resource 
than for a special-interest topic, such as Quantum Physics. 

The Links2Go Key Resource award diff'ers from other awards in two important ways. First, it is objective. 
M~ awards rely on hand selection by one or more "experts," many of whom have only looked at tens or hundreds 
of thousands of pages in bestowing their awards. Selection for these awards means no more than that one person, 
somewhere, noticed your page and liked it enough to select it. The Key Resource award, on the other hand, is 
based on an analysis of millions of web pages. Any group or organization who conducts a similar analysis will 
arrive at similar conclusions. When Links2Go says your page is a Key Resource, we mean that your page is one 
of the most relevant pages related to a particular topic on the web today, using an objective statistical measure 
applied to an extremely large data set. 

Second, the Key Resource award is exclusive. We get literally hundreds of people requesting that their page 
be added to one or more topics per week. All of these requests are denied. The only way to get listed as a Key 
Resource is to achieve enough popularity for our analysis to select your pages automatically. We do not accept 
fees, offers of link exchanges, free advertising, or bartered livestock as inducements to add new sites to our lists. 
Fewer than one page in one thousand will ever be selected as a Key Resource. 

Once again, congratulations on your award! Links2Go Awards awards@links2go.com 
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Orthogonal Axial Line Placement in Chains and Trees of 
Orthogonal Rectangles 

ID Sanders DC Watts AD Hall 

Department of Computer Science, University of the Witwatersrand 

Abstract 

Previous research has shown that the orthogonal axial line placement problem for orthogonal rectangles is NP-complete in 
general but also that there are restrictions of the problem/or which polynomial time solutions can be obtained. This article 
presents algorithms which solve two restricted versions of the orthogonal axial line placement problem - chains and trees 
of orthogonal rectangles. These restricted versions are slightly more general than the polynomial time versions previously 
presented. 
Keywords: Computational Geometry, NP-Complete Problems, Covering, Guarding, Orthogonal Rectangles, Axial Lines 
Computing Review Categories: F.2, F.2.2 (Also G.2.1 and G.2.2) 

1 Introduction 

The general axial line placement problem ha~ its origin in 
the area of town planning and urban design - the idea of 
Space Syntax Analysis [3]. Space Syntax Analysis gives 
a globalising perspective of town design by determining 
how ea~y it is to traverse the town. This analysis is accom
plished by the positioning of axial lines on a town plan -
the fewest such lines are required. 

The axial line placement problem in general is: 

Given a number of adjacent convex polygons find 
the fewest axial lines (line segments), contained 
wholly inside the convex polygons, required to 
cross all of the boundaries shared between adja
cent convex polygons. An additional requirement 
is that each axial line should cross as many of the 
shared boundaries as possible - a maximal axial 
line. 

Depending on how the problem is considered there are 
two similar but distinct problems which can be addressed 
- adjacencies can be crossed more than once but every 
adjacency must be crossed at lea~t once; and any adjacency 
can only be crossed once. 

Sanders et al. [6] considered a restriction of the general 
problem 

Given a number of adjacent orthogonally-aligned 
rectangles, find the fewest orthogonal axial lines, 
contained wholly inside the rectangles, required 
to cross all of the boundaries shared between ad
jacent rectangles. An additional requirement is 
that each axial should cross as many of the shared 
boundaries as possible - a maximal axial line. 

In the work of Sanders et al. [6], adjacencies were al
lowed to be crossed more than once but every adjacency 
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had to be crossed at lea~t once. Sanders et al. [6] showed 
this version of the problem to be NP-Complete. (Note that 
at that time the problem was termed "ray guarding" but 
this was later considered to be misleading nomenclature 
[4].) In theremainderofthis article the problem studied by 
Sanders et al. [6] is called the orthogonal axial line place
ment problem/or orthogonal rectangles. 

Sanders et al. [6] also showed that there are special 
cases of their problem which can be solved in polynomial 
time. Specifically they showed that if the union of the ad
jacent rectangles is itself a rectangle then the axial line 
placement problem can be solved in linear time by map
ping to the problem of finding the minimum cover of an 
interval graph [2]. This involves projecting all of the adja
cencies onto a vertical line segment L lo obtain the set of 
intervals on L. This line L and the overlapping intervals 
can then be represented as an interval graph and the vertex 
cover problem for interval graphs can be solved in linear 
time [2]. The mapping from the axial line placement prob
lem to vertex cover for interval graphs is also possible for 
other configurations of adjacent rectangles provided that 
any vertical adjacencies which produce overlapping inter
vals when projected onto L can be crossed by a horizontal 
line which does not leave the union of the rectangles [6]. 

The present article considers algorithms to solve two 
restricted cases of the orthogonal axial line placement 
problem for orthogonal rectangles - chains and trees of 
rectangles (see Section 2 for definitions of these). These 
problems cannot be solved by a mapping to an interval 
graph because the layout of the rectangles could lead to 
adjacencies which cannot be crossed by a single axial line 
which remains inside the union of the rectangles being 
mapped to the same interval. These problems can, in fact, 
be solved using the algorithm developed by Sanders et al. 
[6] (discussed in Sec.lion 3) but this algorithm does a lot 
of unnecessary work in these cases so better ways of solv-
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ing these problem are required. In this article an O(n) al
gorithm for orthogonal axial line placement in chains of 
rectangles (Section 4) is given and an O(n2 ) algorithm for 
trees of rectangles (Section 5) is presented. 

This work could have application in VLSI design - the 
rectangles a<; the components to be connected and the axial 
lines a<; the connections. 

2 Terminology 

In this article all rectangles are a<;sumed to be orthogonal 
- aligned with the cartesian axes. In addition, this article 
is only concerned with placing horizontal lines segments 
through shared vertical edges of rectangles. The problem 
of vertical lines and horizontal adjacencies can clearly be 
solved in the same way. 

In this research an axial line is defined by a range of 
y-values through which a line segment parallel to the z
axis can be drawn. An axial line thus actually defines a set 
of possible line segments. An axial line crossing a given 
adjacency would be defined by the y-value range of that 
adjacency and the two rectangles involved. An axial line 
crossing the adjacencies between a number of rectangles 
would be given by the common y-value range of the adja
cencies between the rectangles and a list of the rectangles 
concerned. 

A chain of rectangles is defined as any collection of 
rectangles where every rectangle is horizontally (verti
cally) adjacent to at most one other rectangle at each end. 
An example of a chain is shown in Figure 1. 

A tree is defined a<; a number of adjacent orthogonally 
aligned rectangles, where each rectangle is joined on the 
left (right) end at most one rectangle and on the right (left) 
by zero or more rectangles. A tree is thus a generalisation 
of a chain - each branch of the tree can be considered a<; a 
chain of rectangles. An example of a tree of rectangles is 
shown in Figure 2. 

3 The naive algorithm 

Sanders et al. [6] presented an O(n2 ) algorithm to re
turn a non-redundant set of maximal orthogonal axial lines 
for the problem of placing orthogonal axial lines to cross 
the adjacencies between orthogonal rectangles. This algo
rithm ha<; four phases (after detennining which rectangles 
are adjacent). It generates all the possible straight lines 
which cross the adjacencies between rectangles; it deter
mines which lines are essential (i.e. are the only lines 
which cross a particular adjacency); it removes any lines 
which only cross adjacencies crossed by the essential lines 
(redundant lines); and then it resolves the choice conflict. 
The resolving of the choice is done by repeatedly choosing 
the choice line which crosses the highest number of previ
ously uncrossed adjacencies. Each pha<;e is O(n2 ) in the 
worstca<;e. 

This algorithm can be applied directly to place the 
minimal number of axial lines in chains and trees of or-
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thogonal rectangles but it docs more work than is neces
sary - it generates lines which arc redundant and then have 
to be removed to get a minimal set of maximal lines. This 
is shown in Figure 3 where 5 lines are generated in the first 
part of the algorithm but only 2 lines are actually needed -
the lines a-b-c-d-e-f and e-f-g-h-i-j. The rea<;on that 
these extra lines arc generated is that the algorithm starts 
from the left and tries to extend any existing line into any 
rectangle adjacent to the current one. If this can be done it 
is but if it cannot be done then a new line is created cross
ing from the current rectangle into the next rectangle and 
this new line is then extended a<; far a<; it can be to the left 
before the algorithm continues working towards the right. 
In Figure 3 the line a-b-c-d-e-f cannot be extended into 
g so a new line f-g is created and this is extended back 
as far as possible giving the line b-c-d-e-f-g. Similarly 
for the other lines shown. Phase 3 of the algorithm would 
identify the two lines which have to be in the solution - the 
line a-b-c-d-e-f is the only line to cross the adjacency 
between rectangles a and b and the line e-f-g-h-i-j is 
the only line to cross the adjacency between i and j. These 
lines are thus essential. The unnecessary lines would then 
be removed from the final set of lines in pha<;e 3 of the al
gorithm. Phase 4 of the algorithm would be unnecessary 
for both chains and trees of rectangles a<; no choice lines 
will ever be generated. 

The remainder of this article looks at algorithms which 
are more efficient for solving this problem in the case of 
chains and trees of orthogonal rectangles. Section 4 gives 
an O(n) algorithm for placing orthogonal axial lines in 
chains of orthogonal rectangles and Section 5 gives an 
O(n2 } algorithm for placing orthogonal axial lines in trees 
of orthogonal rectangles. 

4 Orthogonal axial line placement in 
chains of rectangles 

In this section of the article an algorithm is presented lo 
solve the orthogonal axial line placement problem in a 
chain of orthogonal rectangles. The algorithm is shown 
in Figures 4 and 5. 

The algorithm takes as input a set of rectangles which 
are known to represent a chain. Each rectangle is de
fined by the coordinates of it<; bottom left and top right 
comer. The data structure used is an array of records 
Rect [ J. Here each record has fields for left, right, 
top and bottom to represent the rectangle's coordinates 
(minimum z-coordinate, maximum z-coordinate, mini
mum y-coordinate, maximum y-coordinate) and adjtop 
and adj bottom to represent lowest and highest y-values 
of the range of y-values which defines the adjacency with 
the next rectangle in the chain. The algorithm sorts these 
rectangles according to the z-coordinate of the left edge of 
each rectangle. This first stage is dominated by the sorting 
and thus ha<; a complexity of O(n lg n). Clearly this stage 
is unnecessary if the rectangles are given in sorted order as 
a chain of rectangles. 
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Figure 1: An example of a chain 

... 

:~ .................... ~l~~ 
................... 
·-..··~············~···:::············ ,, 

::.:dt:.:.:::::::::::.:::::::.:: 

Figure 2: An example of a tree of rectangles 

Figure 3: A ca~e where more axial lines than necessary are generated 
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II Stage O: 
II-------
II Get input 

O create array Rect[ ] of all given rectangles 
II n is the number of rectangles 

1 for i from 1 ton 
2 Input Rect(i] .left 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Input Rect(i] .right 
Input Rect(i] .top 
Input Rect(i].bottom 
Set Rect[i] .adjbottom to be undefined 
Set Rect[i] .adjtop to be undefined 

II stage 1: 
II--------
II Define order of rectangles in the chain 

II will be calculated 

8 sort Rect[ ] according to left value of each rectangle 
II (i.e. based on Rect[].left) 

II stage 2: 
II--------
II Determine the extent of the adjacency between each 
II rectangle and its right neighbour. 
II Note: minimum and maximum are functions which return the smaller 
II of two numbers and the greater of two numbers respectively 

9 for i from 1 to n-1 
10 Rect(i] .adjtop := minimum(Rect(i] .top, Rect[i+l] .top) 
11 Rect[i] .adjbottom := maximum(Rect[i] .bottom, Rect[i+l] .bottom) 

II stage 3: 
II--------
II Determining set of forward lines 

II ForwardLines is a list of the lines which have been found in this stage 

II Starting the forward sweep by initialising the smallest common adjacency 
II This is called CurrentAdj 
II Start off by using the adjacency between rectangle 1 and rectangle 2 

II Currentline is a list of adjacencies which are crossed by the line being worked on 

12 currentAdj.top := Rect[l] .adjtop 
13 currentAdj.bottom := Rect[l] .adjbottom 
14 Add adjacency 112 to the list CurrentLine 

15 for i from 2 ton 
16 if (Rect[i] .adjtop < CurrentAdj.bottom) OR (Rect[i] .adjbottom > currAdj.top) 
17 then 
18 Add the list CurrentLine to the end of list ForwardLines 
19 currentAdj.top := Rect[i] .adjtop 
20 currentAdj.bottom := Rect(i] .adjbottom 
21 Set CurrentLine to be empty 
22 else 
23 if (Rect[i] .adjtop < currAdj.top) then currAdj.top := Rect[i] .adjtop 
24 if (Rect[i] .adjbottom > currAdj.bottom) then currAdj.bottom := Rect[i] .adjbottom 
25 Add the adjacency ili+l to the end of list CurrentLine 
26 If CurrentLine is not empty 
27 then 
28 Add the list CurrentLine to the end of list ForwardLines 

Figure 4: The algorithm for placing orthogonal axial lines in chains of orthogonal rectangles - Stages O to 3 

From this sorted list of rectangles the right adjacen
cies of each rectangle are found - lines 9 to 11 of the 
algorithm - by comparing the y-coordinate range of any 
rectangle with the y-coordinate range of its neighbour on 
the right - the largest bottom y-value and the smallest top 
y-value define this adjacency. This information is stored 
in Rect [ i] . adj top and Rect [ i] . adjbottom for 

rectangle i. This process takes linear time and forms the 
second stage of the algorithm. 

SARTI SACJ, No 25, 2000 

The third stage involves determining the lines that 
move forward through the chain. This stage of the algo
rithm proceeds by traversing the chain of rectangles from 
left to right keeping track of any common range of y-values 
(CurrentAdj) of the adjacencies which have been con-
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II Stage 4: 
II--------
II Determining set of reverse lines to be stored in list ReverseLines 

29 Set CurrentLine to be empty 
30 currAdj.top := Rect[n-1] .adjtop 
31 currAdj.bottom := Rect[n-1] .adjbottom 
32 Add the adjacency n-lln to the end of list CurrLine 

33 for i from n-2 downto 1 
34 if (Rect[i] .adjtop < currAdj.bottom) OR (Rect[i] .adjbottom > currAdj.top) 
35 then 
36 Add the list CurrLine to the front of list ReverseLines 
37 currentAdj.top := Rect[i] .adjtop 
38 currentAdj.bottom := Rect[i].adjbottom 
39 Set CurrLine to be empty 
40 else 
41 if (Rect[i].adjtop < currAdj.top) then currAdj.top := Rect[i] .adjtop 
42 if (Rect[i] .adjbottom currAdj.bottom) then currAdj.bottom := Rect[i] .adjbottom 
43 Add the adjacency ili+l to the front of list CurrentLine 
44 If CurrentLine is not empty 
45 then 
46 Add the list CurrentLine to the end of list ForwardLines 

II Stage 5: 
II--------
II Merge the lines to get the final set of lines 

47 Set m to the number of lines in the ForwardLines or ReverseLines (these will be equal) 
48 for i from 1 tom 
49 set FinalLines[i] to be empty 
50 while ForwardLines[i] is not empty AND ReverseLines[i] is not empty 
51 If (the first adjacency in ForwardLines[i] is to the left of 

the first adjacency in ReverseLines[i]) 
52 then 
53 remove first adjacency from ForwardLines[i] 
54 add this adjacency to end of FinalLines[i] 
55 else 
56 if the adjacencies are the same 
57 then 
58 remove first adjacency from ForwardLines[i] 
59 remove first adjacency from ReverseLines[i] 
60 add this adjacency to end of FinalLines[i] 
61 if ForwardLines[i] is not empty then add all remaining adjacencies to FinalLines[i] 
62 if ReverseLines[i] is not empty then add all remaining adjacencies to FinalLines[i] 

Figure 5: The algorithm for placing orthogonal axial lines in chains of orthogonal rectangles - Stages 4 and 5 

sidered so far. The existence of such a range implies 
that an axial line could be placed to cross the adjacencies 
which share this range. The algorithm. also keeps track 
of which adjacencies between rectangles could be crossed 
by such a line by maintaining a list of these adjacencies 
(CurrentLine is the list of adjacencies which share a 
common rage of y-values and each adjacency is given by 
the rectangles in it in the form left I right). The com
mon range start~ out as the range of y-values of the adja
cency between the first and second rectangles (see lines 12 
and 13 of the algorithm). CurrentLine is initialised to 
1 I 2 (line 14) as rectangle 1 is adjacent to rectangle 2 and a 
line could be drawn crossing the adjacency between them. 
This range and the current line are then updated when the 
next adjacency is encountered (see lines 15-25). If there 
is an overlap in y-values between the common range and 
the next adjacency then the current line can be extended 
(lines 23-25). If there is no overlap then a new line must 
be started (18 to 21 ). In this case the common range is reset 
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as the range of the adjacency being considered. Lines 16 
to 25 are repeated until the end of the chain is reached i.e. 
until all the adjacencies have been crossed by a line in the 
set of forward lines. Lines 26 to 28 make sure that the last 
line is also added to the set of forward lines. Since each 
rectangle is visited once by a single line, this stage of the 
algorithm also takes linear time. 

The fourth stage is the same the third stage, except one 
finds the reverse lines by moving from right to left, instead 
of left to right (see lines 29 to 46 which are very similar 
to lines 12 to 28). Note that the set of reverse lines are 
still arranged so that the leftmost lines come first in the 
ordering. The adjacencies in any line are also arranged in 
order from left to right. Clearly the complexity for this 
stage is the same as the previous stage. 

Lastly the forward lines and the reverse lines are 
merged together to obtain the maximal lines which cross 
every adjacency. This merging is accomplish by noting 
that any forward line crosses each adjacency that it can ex-

SACJ I SART, No 25, 2000 
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Figure 6: A chain of orthogonal rectangles showing the forward and reverse lines and the final maximal lines. 

actly once and extends a~ far a~ possible to the right. · The 
process of placing the forward lines thus generates a set 
containing the minimum number of non-maximal lines to 
cross all of the adjacencies in the chain - any fewer lines 
and some adjacencies would be left uncrossed, any more 
lines and one or more adjacencies would have to be crossed 
more than once. Similarly any reverse line crosses each ad
jacency that it can exactly once and extends a~ far a~ possi
ble to the left. The set of reverse lines is also the minimum 
number of non-maximal lines required to cross all of the 
adjacencies. Clearly the two sets must contain the same 
number of lines. As each forward line extends a~ far as 
possible to the right, the forward lines will thus define the 
rightmost end of some maximal line. Similarly the reverse 
lines extend as far a~ possible to the left and define the 
leftmost extent of the maximal lines. Thus merging any 
forward and reverse lines which have ranges of y-values 
which overlap and which cross some common adjacencies 
will result in a maximal line, through the resulting overlap 
of y-values, which crosses all the adjacencies crossed by 
both lines. 

The sets of forward and reverse lines are arranged from 
leftmost to rightmost starting x-value. The merging be
gins by considering the first (leftmost) lines in each set 
and generating a new line which crosses all of the adja
cencies crossed by those two lines. No other lines need 
to be considered as no other lines will have an overlap 
of y-values and share some common adjacencies. Lines 
47 to 62 show the detail of how this is accomplished. 
The merging begins by considering the first adjacency in 
ForwardLines [ 1 J and comparing it with the first adja
cency in ReverseLines [ i] (line 51). The leftmost of 
these adjacencies (found by looking at the x-coordinates 
of the rectangles concerned) gives the leftmost adjacency 
in the new final lines. This adjacency is removed from the 
list that it occurred in (both if this wa~ the case) and added 
to final line which is being created (lines 53 and 54 or lines 
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56 to 60). The process is the repeated with the first adja
cencies of the two new lists. If either list becomes empty 
then the remaining adjacencies in the non-empty list are 
copied to the final line which is being built up (lines 61 
and 62). This new line is then the first line in the final set 
of lines - it is maximal because it extends as far as it can to 
the left and to the right. The other lines in the forward and 
reverse sets are handled in a similar fa~hion to produce fi
nal lines. An example of a chain of rectangles with forward 
lines, reverse lines and the resulting final lines is shown in 
Figure 6. This final stage of merging the forward and re
verse lines takes O ( n) time to complete - each adjacency 
can appear once in a forward line and once in a reverse line 
so at most 2n adjacencies will be considered for addition 
into one of the final lines. 

The complexity of the entire algorithm is thus O(n). 
Empirical tests were done on some different configu

rations of chains of rectangles [8]. The data for the run
ning time of the algorithm, excluding the sorting done in 
the first stage, verified the theoretical analysis - that is, the 
data suggested that the last four stages of the algorithm are 
indeed linear. 

This restricted instance of the problem is, in fact, a 
special case of the problem to be considered in the next 
section of the article but it was presented a~ a separate 
problem in order to make the algorithm presented in the 
next section easier to understand. 

5 Orthogonal axial line placement in 
trees of rectangles 

5.1 The Algorithm 

The algorithm to find the minimal set of orthogonal axial 
lines to cross the adjacencies in a tree of orthogonal rect
angles is presented in Figures 7, 8 and 9. The algorithm 
takes as input a list of rectangles which represent~ a tree of 
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orthogonal rectangles and produces a minimal set of max
imal orthogonal axial lines. 

The algorithm is split into six stages: inputting the 
rectangle data, finding the adjacencies between the rect
angles; defining the order in which the rectangles will be 
visited; finding the forward lines; finding the leaf lines; and 
merging the forward lines and leaf lines into the final lines. 

The main data strucru,e in the algorithm ( as given in 
Figure 7) is an array Rect of records to represent the rect
angles. Each rectangle is represented by a record with 8 
fields - left, right, top and bottom to define the 
rectangle, parent to keep track of the rectangle to the 
left of the current rectangle, numadj to keep track of the 
number of rectangles adjacent to the right end of any rect
angle, adjlist which is a list of these rectangles and 
finally LeafLineNo which is used in stages 4 and 5 to 
keep track of which leaf line crosses the rectangle. 

The adjacencies between the rectangles are found us
ing the algorithm presented by Sanders et al. [5]. In this 
stage of the algorithm parent, numadj and adj list 
are given values. 

In stage 2 of the algorithm an additional array, 
RightList [], is created which stores a list of the in
dices of the array Rect [] arranged according to the x
coordinate of the right end of the rectangles. This list de
fines the order in which the rectangles will be visited in 
stage 3 - finding the forward lines. Stages O to 3 are es
sentially preprocessing to define a tree of orthogonal rect
angles. 

Stage 3 of the algorithm (as given in Figure 8) finds 
the forward lines. These are the lines found by starting 
at the root rectangle (in this case the leftmost rectangle -
with the smallest x-coordinate of it4i right edge) and work
ing towards the leaf rectangles of the tree (these are rectan
gles with no right neighbours) considering each rectangle 
in turn. An interval tree [l] is used to maintain they-value 
ranges which can be considered at any stage. An interval 
tree is a red-black tree where each vertex x contains an 
(open or closed) interval defined by it4i low and high end
point4i and where the key of the vertex is the low endpoint. 
Insertions into the tree are based on the low endpoint of the 
interval to be inserted. Thus an inorder traversal of an in
terval tree would return the intervals in sorted order by low 
endpoint. In the algorithm above every vertex in the in
terval tree stores an interval defined by the variables low 
to high and, in addition, a candidate line (line) repre
sented by a list of the rectangles such a line could cross. 
Each vertex in the interval tree thus represent4i a line which 
might need to be considered when attempting to extend 
lines from the root to the leaf rectangles. Lines 12 to 14 
initialise the root vertex of the interval tree to contain the 
interval represented by the y-value range of the root rect
angle and a line which crosses only that rectangle but could 
be extended into the root rectangle's right neighbours. 

After the initialisation each rectangle is considered in 
turn (lines 15 to 36 of Figure 8). Each such rectangle can 
have at most one rectangle adjacent to it on the left and 
could have a number of other rectangles adjacent to it on 
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the right. If it has no rectangles adjacent to it on the right 
then it is a leaf rectangle and its number is added to a list 
of such leaf rectangles (line 17 to 19). If it has adjacent 
rectangles on the right then the forward line coming into 
the rectangle could potentially be extended into these ad
jacent rectangles (lines 21 to 36). The algorithm searches 
the interval tree for the line which comes into the rectan
gle from the left- it will have an interval which has some 
overlap with they-value range of the rectangle and the last 
rectangle through which the line pa4,ses will be the cur
rent rectangle (line 21). The algorithm then considers each 
right neighbour of the current rectangle in turn (lines 22 to 
35) and determines which adjacencies can be crossed by 
extensions of this line. There could be more than one pos
sible extension of the line depending on the y-coordinates 
of the adjacencies being considered and thus the one line 
coming into a rectangle from the left could become more 
than one line (see lines 26 to 30)- one line going into each 
adjacent rectangle where there is an overlap of the interval 
covered by the line and bottom and top y-values of the ad
jacent rectangle. Each of these new lines would result in a 
new vertex being inserted into the interval tree to store the 
new interval and detail which rectangles are crossed by the 
new line. The algorithm also determines for which adja
cencies (if any) new forward lines have to be started (lines 
32 to 35), i.e. the existing line cannot be extended to cross 
the new adjacencies (there is no overlap of y-coordinates). 
Again new vertices are created in the interval tree. 

After all the right neighbours have been considered 
then the vertex in the interval tree representing the line 
coming into the current rectangle is deleted if the line has 
been extended (it is no longer needed in this case). If the 
line has not been extended then it is one of the forward 
lines and is thus not deleted. The last step in this stage of 
the algorithm (lines 37 to 42) is to traverse the interval tree 
and produce a list of the forward lines, represented by a 
range of y values and a list of rectangles crossed, to cross 
all of the adjacencies in the tree of rectangles. 

Figure 10 shows the forward lines generated for part 
of the tree of Figure 2. Note that the line which crosses the 
adjacencies between rectangles a and b and b and c can be 
extended in d but not into e. A new forward line is created 
to cross the adjacency between rectangles c and e. This 
line can be extended into f but not into g. 

Stage 4 of the algorithm (as given in Figure 9) works 
from the leaves of the tree to the root rectangle, hence find
ing the leaf lines. This ca4,e is easier than that of finding 
the forward lines. It is only necessary to check if one of 
the lines coming into any rectangle from the right can be 
extended to cross the one adjacency on the left or whether 
a new leaf line must be created. The algorithm considers 
each leaf rectangle (from line 19 in stage 3) in turn (lines 
43 to 70). The leaf line for any leaf rectangle is first ini
tialised (lines 44 to 48) - this involves finding the interval 
to be considered, finding the parent of that rectangle and 
setting the first rectangle in the currentline. The algorithm 
then works up the rectangle tree until the root rectangle is 
reached (lines 48 to 68). For each rectangle on the path 
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II Stage 0: 
II-------
// Get input 

O create array Rect[ ] of all given rectangles 
II n is the number of rectangles 

1 for i from 1 ton 
2 Input Rect[i] .left 
3 Input Rect[i] .right 
4 Input Rect[i] .top 
5 Input Rect[i] .bottom 
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7 Set Rect[i] .parent to be undefined 
8 Set Rect[i] .numadj to be undefined 
9 Set Rect[i] .adjlist to be Nil 

II will be calculated 
II will be calculated 
II will be calculated 

10 Set Rect[i] .LeafLineNo to be undefined II used in stage 4 and 5 

II Stage 1: 
II--------
// Find adjacencies 
II This is done using the algorithm published by Sanders et al. 
II Rect[i] .parent, Rect[i] .numadj and Rect[i] .adjlist are calculated here 

II Stage 2: 
II--------
// Define order of rectangles in which the rectangles will be visited 

11 create array RightList[ ] according to right value of each rectangle 
II (i.e. based on Rect[] .right) 
//This will be an array of the numbers of the rectangles in the 
order which they will be visited. 

Figure 7: The algorithm for placing orthogonal axial lines in trees of orthogonal rectangles - Stages Oto 2 

from leaf rectangle to root rectangle it determines if the 
leaf line coming into a rectangle can be extended into the 
current rectangle's parent (lines 53 to 57) or if the current 
leaf line must be terminated and a new leaf line started 
(lines 59 to 67). This stage of the algorithm also records 
the number of the la~t leaf line which crosses from the cur
rent rectangle into its parent rectangle (LeafLineNo -
line 68) - this could be a new leaf line (starts in that rect
angle) or one which crosses the rectangle from right to left. 
This information is used in stage 5 of the algorithm which 
is described below. Figure 10 shows the leaf lines gener
ated for part of the tree of Figure 2. Note that the leaf line 
from rectangle g cannot be extended from e into c and a 
new "leaf' line ha~ to be created here. 

The final stage of the algorithm (stage 5 as given in 
Figure 9) merges the forward and leaf lines to produce the 
set of maximal final lines which cross all of the adjacen
cies in the tree of rectangles. Section 4 explains why these 
lines need to be merged in order to obtain maximal axial 
lines. The merging here is necessarily more complicated 
than when working with chains of rectangles because any 
rectangle could be crossed by more than one forward line 
and more than one leaf line. Here the algorithm considers 
each forward line in tum (lines 71 to 84 in Figure 9). A 
new final line is created for each forward line (lines 73 to 
75) and the algorithm then considers each rectangle in the 
forward line in tum starting from the rightmost end of the 
line - as before forward lines define the rightmost extent 
of any final line (lines 76 to 86). The leaf line which corre
sponds to the forward line is found by considering the leaf 
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line (determined in stage 4, line 68) associated with each of 
the rectangles which make up the forward line in tum, un
til a leaf line which ha~ an overlapping range of y-values is 
found. This leaf line then defines the leftmost extent (leaf 
lines are always extended as far as possible to the left). 
The final line is created by using the adjacencies from the 
forward line and its associated leaf line - the adjacencies 
from the forward line are used (lines 77 and 78) to define 
the right end of the final line and when the associated leaf 
line is found its adjacencies are used to define the left ex
tent of the line (lines 81-84). Figure 10 shows the final 
lines (and forward and leaf lines) generated for part of the 
tree of Figure 2. The forward line c-e-f and the leaf line 
l>-c-e which together result in the final line b - c - e - f 
are an example of how the merging works. Rectangle f 
is considered first, the leaf line through f does not have 
an overlapping y-value range so rectangle e is considered. 
Here the leaf line which was stored in stage 4 of the algo
rithm is the line that starts in e and crosses into c. This 
line does have an overlap so the final line can be generated 
using the forward line and this leaf line. 

This example also illustrates why it is sufficient in 
stage 4 (line 68) of the algorithm to record only the last 
leaf line which either start~ in or crosses across a given 
rectangle. Leaf lines define the left extent of any final line. 
If two or more leaf lines start in or cross a given rectangle 
then the associating of a leaf line and a forward line will 
not be done when that rectangle is considered. In Figure 2, 
rectangle c has 2 leaf lines which cross it - the line a-b-
c-d and the line l>-c-e. These leaf lines are paired with 
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II Stage 3: 
II--------
II Find forward lines 

II interval(x,y) defines a range of y values between the two arguments 
II overlap(intervall, interval2) returns true if the two intervals have an 
II overlapping range of y-values 

II note that I I is used to denote concatenation 

II Set values in root vertex of Interval tree 
12 high:= Rect[RightList(l]] .top 
13 low:= Rect[RightList[l]] .bottom 
14 line:= RightList[l] 
15 for p := 2 ton do II traverse rectangles in order of right edge 
16 k := RightList[p] 
17 if Rect[k].numadj = 0 
18 then 
19 add k to LeafList 
20 else 
21 find vertex z in interval tree such that 

overlap(interval(z.low, z.high), interval(Rect[k] .bottom, Rect[k] .top)) true 
AND last rectangle in z.line = k 

22 
23 
24 
25 

for each rectangle r in Rect[k].adjlist do 
set extended to be false 
if overlap(interval(z.low, z.high), interval(Rect(r] .bottom, Rect[r] .top)) true 

then 
II Extend an existing line 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

Insert a new vertex in interval tree with 
high := top of overlap 

II 

low:= bottom of overlap 
line := z.line I I r 

set extended to be true 
else 

Start a new line 
32 
33 
34 
35 

Insert a new vertex in interval tree with 
high:= Rect(r] .top 
low:= Rect[r] .bottom 
line := r 

36 if extended= true then delete vertex z 
II traverse interval tree to produce a list of forward lines 

37 i := 0 
38 for each vertex z in the interval tree 
39 i := i + 1 
40 ForwardLines[i] .rects := z.line 
41 ForwardLines[i].top := z.high 
42 ForwardLines[i] .bottom:= z.low 

Figure 8: The algorithm for placing orthogonal axial lines in trees of orthogonal rectangles - Stage 3 

their forward lines when rectangle d of forward line a
b-c-d and rectangle e of forward line c-e-/ respectively 
are being considered. Similar arguments apply for other 
combinations of more than one leaf line either crossing or 
starting in a given rectangle. 

Sanders et al. [7] show another example of the apply
ing the algorithm to a specific tree. 

5.2 The algorithm complexity 

Stage 1 and 2: Find adjacencies and define order The 
algorithm used to find the adjacencies of the rectangles in 
stage 1 of the algorithm was developed by Sanders et al. 
[5]. The algorithm also determines the array RightList. 
This algorithm is dominated by sorting and thus has a com-
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plexity of 0( n lg n) where n represents the number of rect
angles in the ~-

Stage 3: Find forward lines In essence this phase of 
the algorithm determines which adjacencies overlap with 
intervals which have already been inserted into the interval 
tree - an interval in the interval tree means that there is a 
forward line which can be considered. There are n - 1 
adjacencies in a tree of n rectangles and each adjacency 
only needs to be considered once - only one forward line 
can cross any adjacency. Also each interval tree operation 
( adding or deleting here) takes O (lg n) time [ 1). Therefore 
stage 3 of the algorithm has a complexity of O(n lg n). 

This stage of the algorithm could be done more effi
ciently a'i regards time by noting that each rectangle can 
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II Stage 4: 
II--------
II Find leaf lines 

43 for each leaf do 
44 k := RectNo of current leaf 
45 CurrentT := Rect[k) .top 
46 CurrentB := Rect[k) .bottom 
47 p := Rect[k) .parent 
48 currentline.rects := k 
49 i := 1 
50 while pis still defined 
51 if overlap(interval(Rect[p) .top, Rect[p) .bottom), 

interval(CurrentT, CurrentB)) = true 
52 then 

53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 

59 
60 
61 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

II 

II 

II 

extend an existing leaf line 
currentline.rects := p I I currentline.rects 
currentline.top := top of overlap 
currentline.bottom := bottom of overlap 
CurrentT := top of overlap 
CurrentB := bottom of overlap 

else 
add current line to set of leaf lines 
LeafLines[i) .rects := currentline.rects 
LeafLines[i) .top:= currentline.top 
LeafLines[i) .bottom:= currentline.bottom 
start a new leaf •line 
i := i + 1 
currentline.rects := p 
currentline.top := Rect[p) .top 
currentline.bottom := Rect[p) .bottom 
CurrentT := Rect[p] .top 
CurrentB := Rect[p) .bottom 

Rect[k) .LeafLineNo := i 
k := p 

70 p := Rect[k) .parent 

II Stage 5: 
II--------
II Merge forward lines and leaf lines to produce final lines 

71 Set m to the number of lines in ForwardLines 
72 for i from 1 tom 
73 FinalLines[i) .top:= ForwardLines[i) .top 
74 FinalLines[i) .bottom:= ForwardLines[i) .bottom 
75 set FinalLines[i) .line to be empty 
76 for each rectangle j in ForwardLines[i) .line from right end to left end 
77 FinalLines[i) .line:= j I I FinalLines[i) .line 
78 k := Rect[j) .LeafLineNo 
79 if overlap(interval(ForwardLines[i) .top, ForwardLines[i) .bottom), 

interval(LeafLines[k) .top,LeafLines[k) .bottom))= true 
80 then 
81 FinalLines[i) .top:= top of overlap 
82 FinalLines[i) .bottom:= bottom of overlap 
83 Add all rectangles in LeafLines[k) .line to FinalLines[i) .line 
84 Break out of for loop 
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Figure 9: The algorithm for placing orthogonal axial lines in chains of orthogonal rectangles - Stages 4 and 5 

only have one line coming into it from the left and using a 
matrix of size n - 1 to store the y intervals of these lines. 
This hac; the advantage of direct lookup but the disadvan
tage of always requiring O ( n) space - the best case for the 
interval tree could be much less. 

Stage 4: Find leaf lines In this phac;e of the algorithm 
the lines starting in the leaves of the tree are extended back 
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towards the root of the tree. Here testing whether the line 
can be extended is 0(1) (a simple test for overlap) but it 
is possible that there are O(n) leaves and that for each of 
these leaves it is necessary to extend the line through O(n) 
rectangles (a tree with approximately n/2 leaves and of 
height also approximately n/2- see Figure 11 for a simple 
example of this case). So the complexity for this part of the 
algorithm is O(n2 ) in the worst case. 
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........... Forward lines 
- - - Leaf lines 
--Final lines 

Figure 10: An example of placing orthogonal axial lines in a tree of orthogonal rectangles 

Figure 11: A tree with n/2 leaves and height also n/2 

Stage S: Merge forward tines and leaf tines For a for
ward line to exist, it must cross at least one adjacency 
between two rectangles in the tree, and each adjacency 
is crossed exactly once by the definition of the axial line 
placement problem. Therefore since there are n rectan
gles, there are exactly n - 1 of these adjacencies and there 
can be a maximum of O(n) forward lines. 

The merging phase of the algorithm considers each 
forward line in tum and in the worst ca4ie .works from the 
rightmost rectangle of the line until a leaf line with over
lap is encountered. The algorithm then merges these two 
lines. Effectively this is merging two lines in a chain of 
rectangles which is O(n) (as shown in Section 4). 

So since there are a maximum of O(n) forward lines 
and merging a forward line with its associated leaf line is 
O(n), this part of the algorithm is O(n2 ) in the worst case. 

Overall The complexity of the entire algorithm is thus 
O(n2

) in the worst case but better performance can be ex
pected from some configurations of input rectangles. 

5.3 Empirical Analysis 

The algorithm consists of four parts: finding the adjacen
cies, finding the forward lines, finding the leaf lines, and 
merging the forward lines and leaf lines. The algorithm 
wa4i implemented and tested on various configurations of 
trees. The results of this empirical analysis confirm the the
oretical analysis and also demonstrate that different shapes 
of the trees of rectangles affect the complexity quite dra
matically. In some ca4ies the sorting and finding the for
ward lines dominate and in other ca4ies finding the leaf lines 
and merging the forward and leaf lines are the more costly 
operations. Sanders et al. [7] present detailed results of the 
empirical analysis. 

6 Future Work 

Sanders et al. [6] presented some variations of the orthog
onal axial line placement problem which can be solved 
in polynomial time. In this article polynomial time al
gorithms for the orthogonal axial line placement problem 
for chains of orthogonal rectangles and trees of orthogonal 
rectangles have been presented. Future research can be fo
cussed on finding other arrangements of rectangles which 
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are more general than a tree of rectangles which can be 
solved in polynomial time. 

An interesting, but not directly related, area of fur
ther research is in the generation of test data. Generating 
non-trivial trees of adjacent but non-overlapping rectangles 
proved to be relatively complex in this research. 

7 Conclusion 

The axial line placement problem in general has appli
cations in various field'i such as VLSI design, computer 
graphics, databaCies, image processing and town planning. 
However, the orthogonal axial line placement problem in 
orthogonal rectangles is NP-complete in general [6]. This 
article presents some restrictions of the orthogonal axial 
line placement problem for which polynomial time solu
tions can be obtained - chains of orthogonal rectangles 
(O(n)) and trees of orthogonal rectangles (O(n2 )). It is 
likely that other restrictions exist which are solvable in 
polynomial time and future research will investigate this 
area. 
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